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Send in The Clown

Mark Andrada and Sandra Battaglini are
friends. Or possibly enemies. One could presume
they share a positive alliance due to their
collaborations over the past few years, with
Andrada directing and acting as tech for
Battaglini's one-woman shows -- 2003's A Small
Battalion of Soldiers and her newest, Hard
Headed Woman -- but anyone who has witnessed
their manic, argumentative interactions both on
and offstage might also suspect a mutual
animosity exists between them. That suspicion is
strengthened by the fact that Andrada is quick to
make pronouncements like, "I tell Sandra to shut
the fuck up all the time." Then again, it's often the
best kinds of friends who tell each other to shut
the fuck up. Which explains why our meeting at
Queen Street jazz bar The Rex for an afternoon
Guinness party was all love.

Battaglini is one of Toronto's more interesting
performers, a Sudbury-born freelance consultant
with a master's in history who studied with
Second City at the beginning of the century on
the recommendation of a co-worker. From there,
she began performing stand-up and producing
shows. She performs often at the Laugh Resort,
where she recently entered the finals of the
Funniest Person With a Day Job competition. In
2003, she took up clowning.

"I started with sketch and improv. I just did a little bit of stand-up, then I stopped doing it because I
didn't know how to write. Studying clown really changed my stand-up. I always just wanted my stand-
up to be as though I were talking to my friends in my apartment, just going on and on and on and
being ridiculous -- having that comfort to say shit off the cuff. Clown made me trust that the joke is
important, but you should give it all up and deal with the audience sometimes. That's how it really
helped me."

Her work in clown added a new dimension to her act, leading to two memorable pieces. In one,
Battaglini played an Italian widow, sadly requesting dances from audience members, undressing as she
swayed with her reluctant partners to Boyz II Men's "I'll Make Love to You," a bit that wound up being
part of a larger piece called The Upside Down Widow that she and Andrada brought to the Chicago
Improv Festival in 2005. The other was a show-stopping dance number to Michael Jackson's "Thriller,"
so successful that she used it to both kick off and close A Small Battalion of Soldiers. Although the
latter garnered good reviews, it was the Chicago performance Battaglini did that cemented her
collaboration with Andrada.

"We were very nervous. I didn't sleep for about a month beforehand," says Battaglini.

"That's because there was no script," adds Andrada. "There was this clown whose husband had just
died, and the audience was at the funeral. She came in and greeted everybody one at a time and
would endow them with personalities, and they would either roll with it or not. It ended with her
scattering ashes all over the audience. We had confetti cannons. It was messy."

So what can the audience expect from Hard Headed Woman?

"Three beginnings, three endings, freestyle dancing and celebration," says Battaglini. NICK
FLANAGAN
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HARD HEADED WOMAN RUNS OCT 12-14 AND OCT 19-21. 9PM. $12. THE DIESEL
PLAYHOUSE, 56 BLUE JAYS WAY. 416-971-5656.
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